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Async to Sync
- AYUSHKUMAR JAIN

Little did we know
About the virtual world we’d be a part of
Little did we know
About all the adventures we’d go on
I was expecting to be lost
My voice drowned by someone else’s thoughts
I am happy that I was wrong
How we all strived to make each other strong
We were all living in our own realm
But we created a common horizon
We were all living in the clouds
Trying to build our virtual world on the ground
The day I shook hands
Of those that were part of the cyber highlands
I realized we were all fighting the same battle
Just from our own remote and isolated castles
Nervousness and awkwardness
Were gradually replaced with gossip and
genuine happiness
We switched from meeting links to meeting
places and engaging events
As we wait for the blackboard to welcome us

OF ENTERTAINMENT

- Viraj Nikale & Kavya Jain

Atif Aslam: If there’s any singer who has a song for
every situation, it’s Atif Aslam, don’t believe me? I’ll
explain. Missing all the fun that your friends are
having on campus? Doorie sahi jaye na. Tired of all
the assignments and quizzes? Ab toh aadat si hai
mujhko aise jeene mein. Want that SIP real bad? Tu
chahiye, tu chahiye shaam-o-subah tu chahiye. Atif is
the kind of singer that made us realize that lyrics
don’t really matter as long as you feel the music
because, let’s face it, we still don’t know what he
meant by Shining in the setting sun like a pearl upon
the ocean or is it Shining in the shade in sun like a
pearl upon the ocean? But who cares? You get my
point right. However, the Indian music industry
without Atif is like an MBA without assignments,
incomplete.

Bruno Mars: Today I don’t feel like doing anything is my
mood seven days of the week, but all these deadlines
have other plans. Anyway, Did you know Bruno Mars’
real name is Peter Gene Hernandez? Bruno was a
childhood nickname his father gave him, and he added
“Mars” in his name because he thinks he’s out of this
world. He said I know I’m super fly and meant it. If only I
had 5% of his confidence, it would be over for you fellas.
Stop. Wait a minute. We can’t be talking about Bruno
Mars without mentioning his dance. As a kid, he was
named “Little Elvis” because of his dance moves when
he impersonated Elvis Presley. If you still haven’t come
across his music, then I suggest you come out of the
rock under which you’ve been living because once you
do, there’s going to be 24 karat magic in the air.
Coldplay: Are you a Coldplay fan? If so, you’re not alone!
To say the least, there are a few artists who are iconic,
some who are legendary, and then there's Coldplay!
That said, the band’s long history has offered some
interesting moments. You might be having a hard day and
the odds are that the first track that comes to your mind
would be Fix you! You might feel a little out of place and
the only song that will help you resonate with something
is Paradise! Needless to say at some point, they have got
us all on YouTube searching for “Something Just Like
This”, once again swearing our allegiance to the band. But
how well do you know your Coldplay? Were you aware
‘Yellow’ is called ‘Yellow’ because Chris Martin spotted a
Yellow Pages while trying to name it? And Chris Martin
had to learn to sing ‘The Scientist’ backward for the video.
Coldplay is nothing short of legendary and currently has
the record of selling more than 93 million records
worldwide and continues to truly give its listeners a Sky
full of stars!

BLOCKCHAIN IN SUPPLYCHAIN
By Opsession - The Operations Club
BLOCKCHAIN IS A SYSTEM OF RECORDING INFORMATION IN A WAY THAT MAKES IT DIFFICULT
OR IMPOSSIBLE TO CHANGE, HACK, OR CHEAT THE SYSTEM.

HOW DOES A BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION WORK?

When two parties initiate
a transaction blockchain
assign an encryption

Blockchain verifies the
transaction and creates a
block

The new block created is
appended to the blockchain

The blockchain transaction
is now complete and the
ledger is updated

(i) Decentralization: Decentralization is the core feature of blockchain, and it is also impossible to
achieve with other technologies. Information transmission, distributed storage, maintenance, and
other operations in the blockchain no longer need to be processed by the central server but rely
on the common maintenance of each node in the network node.
(ii) Distributed Ledger and Storage: Due to the decentralization of the blockchain, each node
adopts distributed accounting storage; that is, each node has a general ledger. After each node
uploads and downloads the information, a new block is created through encryption. The
establishment of each block will be notified to all nodes on the chain through broadcast, and the
generation of this block will be recorded together. All the ledgers of all nodes are updated once to
maintain the consistency of all the node ledgers.
(iii) Smart Contract: The smart contract is formed by the system program setting. It can complete
the recognition, judgment, generation behavior, execution, and other procedures by starting a
certain condition. It does not require human setting operations, automatically generates the
business of adding data, and cannot modify or delete other data, effectively avoiding the
interference caused by the external environment.
(iv) Traceability: The blockchain adds a timestamp to the generation of each block by adding a
timestamp and expands the blockchain according to the sequence of generation time. Time is
unique, so after adding the time stamp, double recording can be avoided, and the time stamp
cannot be tampered with or deleted after it is generated.
(v) Security: Each information processing of the blockchain will be encrypted by the hash
algorithm in asymmetric cryptography to generate a string of fixed-length characters,
supplemented with a time stamp, and jointly ensure uniqueness
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SymB Reviews:
Delectable Bites

- Esha Misra
&
Poulami Sinha

All American Cheeseburger (Non-Veg)
From: Truffles
Location: Kormangala
Waiting time: 42 minutes
Pocket Pinch: Rs. 230 for 1 person

This burger was made to satisfy the big
hunger pangs and to lift the mood with every
bite. You can’t get enough of the juicy, thick,
delicious patty topped with veggies and
overloaded with sauces that melt in your
mouth in an instant. Freshly baked, fluffy buns
with a dash of sesame seeds is a party inside
your mouth, not to mention the visual treat
this burger is to your eyes.

SymBeat Rating
Meghana Special Biriyani (Non-Veg)
From: Meghana Foods
Location: Electronic City
Waiting time: 47 minutes
Pocket pinch: Rs 299 for 2 people

Biryani is always special, but Meghana
Special Biryani is the epitome of it. From
the moment you open the packet, the
aroma of freshly cooked chicken biryani
transports you to the seventh heaven. You
know you wouldn’t finish a whole serving,
but even that does not stop you from not
sharing this delicacy with your friends.
This order will leave you dreaming of it
until the next time.

SymBeat Rating

SymB Reviews:
Delectable Bites
Death by Chocolate
From: Polar Bear
Location: Electronic City
Waiting Time: 30 minutes
Pocket Pinch: Rs 260 for 2 people

The name of this dish says it all. It can be
the perfect companion for your “Kuch
Meetha Khaana Hai Yaar” moments or
just a late-night dessert while watching
Netflix. Loaded with hot chocolate fudge
and dark chocolate cake, with just the right
amount of vanilla ice cream and topped
with cashew nuts. This is the ONE dessert
you should not forget to order.

SymBeat Rating
Malai Ghevar
From: Rusbury Fresh Sweets and Savouries
Location: Singasandra
Waiting time: 52 minutes
Pocket Pinch: Rs. 250 for 2-3 people

This aromatic Rajasthani delicacy is a musthave during the Navratri and Diwali season,
especially when you miss home during
festivals. Be warned: it is loaded with almonds,
pistachio, and not to forget ghee. The hint of
saffron makes them irresistible. All in all, they
take you straight back to the days when your
mother would distribute ghevar right after the
Diwali puja at home.

SymBeat Rating

I feel the comedy in TMKOC is
juvenile and unfunny. The jokes
and puns seem dry and at times
offensive
- Souvik Kar

The best season of
F.R.I.E.N.D.S is season 11,
cause it doesn't exist.
- Viraj Nikale

Unpopular
Opinions

If you remove violence from
Mirzapur, the show has
nothing to offer. Don't @ me.
- Esha Misra

Little things has shown little
of Bombay, keeping real
Bombay at the bay.
- Ayushkumar Jain

I don't get the hype behind Squid
Games, Bollywood did it way before it
was cool, Luck >> Squid Game
- Kavya Jain

The Office is funny, as if birds
are books.
- Anish Ghosh

Hermione could have done
better than Ron.
- Shreyash Kumar

Money Heist is the bollywood
movie Players that went
abroad for higher education.
- Poulami Sinha

Dreams are not what you see in sleep. They are the
ones which do not let you sleep. Living a dream is
all about throwing caution to the winds and taking
the leap of faith from the cliffs of uncertainty.
Rendezvous was once such a dream, which the
members of Symbeat, the Literary Club of SIBM
Bengaluru dared to dream and give shape in the
form of reality.

Message
from the
Editorial
Desk

Rendezvous, the first edition of the monthly
magazine series of SIBM Bengaluru is a
kaleidoscope of memories and experiences of
students from cross-cultural backgrounds. This is
the perfect platform for the students of SIBM
Bengaluru to stretch their wings of creativity and
weave a brocade of tales in the canvas of their
imagination. Be it the flavors of entertainment,
insightful Campus gossips or a sneak peek of
Campus Life at SIBM-B, Rendezvous has it all. The
Editorial Board of Symbeat takes immense pride in
presenting to you Rendezvous, a magazine which is
a revelation in itself.
The Editorial Board is grateful to the Management
of SIBM Bengaluru for their constant support and
guidance in publishing Rendezvous. We would also
like to cordially thank faculties for their insightful
inputs; the students of SIBM Bengaluru for coming
together and giving shape to this dream in the form
of reality. Last but not the least, we would like to
thank the members of Symbeat for their
commendable efforts in pulling off Rendezvous.
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